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Dragon age inquisition bring samson to skyhold for judgement

Editing the sitting contribution to Samson's judgment on the mages of Hushed whispers should attract Samson to Skyhold to judge war table operations in the Dragon Age: Curiosity. Acquisition[edit | edit source] Available after completeing the main quest What Pride Had Wrought, only if the Inquisitor recruited the mages during In Hushed Whispers. Operation text[edit | edit
source] Inquisitor: When Corypheus rushed from the Temple of Mythal, he left his general for dead. My soldiers and I captured Samson with peace, given that he was still unconscious from your war while it will take some time for the army to return from the Wildes, we can accelerate Samson's return to bring him to court. If you have any objections, I was there to judge him.
Recommendations of Commander Cullen's advisor[edit | editing source] Note: The time mentioned takes the time it takes with no agents. Josephine - 0:20:00[edit | edit source] Our Orlesian allies have offered to return Samson under the heaviest of guard. They're eager to see him face justice Leliana - 0:20:00 [edit | edit source] Samson has given us no end of trouble. I keep him
unconscious by sleep while we move him here Cullen - 0:16:00[Edit | Edit Source] Samson has gained armed escorts, protection in the wagon that will push our fastest horse back to Skyhold. Results[edit | edit source] All advisors Inquisitor [Name]: We have secured Samson in the holding pens, Your Worship. he didnt say much . We bring out the villain to judge your pleasure
Gaoler Blythe Rewards[edit source] All Advisors Unlocks Sit in Judgment of Samson War table operations Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. in: Dragon Age: Inquisition side quests, Skyhold side quests Edit Share Sit in Judgment is a side quest in Dragon Age: Inquisition. One kept in Skyhold awaits the acquisition judgment [editing | editing
source] When Inquisitor has acquired Skyhold, they must leave once and back in order to trigger this effort. After the first prisoner is judged, the effort is triggered every time a new prisoner is captured. Walkthrough[Edit | Edit Source] judging options, confirmation changes, and results are specified below for any inquisitor prisoners may record. Sit on the bed in the main hall to start
a judgment. Some options require some Inquisition perks to be enabled, and some options are only available if certain criteria are met. The judgments of the original effort[editing] these judgments are made available by completing parts of the main effort line. A particular effort in describing each judgment noted: Magister Gereon Alexius[edit | editing source] captured as part of the
whispering effort in Hushed. Judging crimes of apostasy, attempted slavery, and attempted assassination (from the curious). Knight-Captain Denam[edit | edit source] Captured as part of the Trying heroes out just. Judge for his seriously corrupt fellow Templar crimes by rejecting Lyrium, betraying order, (and murdering the rebel knight if it was discovered). Judgment options
passing the change of execution results (only available if the locked door was opened to their neighborhoods, and the body of the rebel knight was discovered) confirmed - Solas, Iron Bull, Sera and Cole slightly approved - Cassandra's imprisonment slightly confirmed - Solas , iron bull and Varric given to Templars to confirm penalties - bull iron and little cole approved -
Cassandra, Varric, Solas, Blackwall, Sera and Vivienne exiled to the Sea of Ash (requiring history Curiosity perk knowledge) confirmation - Cassandra and iron little-confirmed bull - Solas, Blackwall, Sera and Cole Conscription (Only available if the locked door to his quarters was not opened) Approves - Blackwall Slightly disapproves - Sera Disapproves - Solas, Cassandra, Cole
and Warrick opens operations war table judging: Denam Red Temple Patrol Great Duchess Florian de Chalons[editing | editing source] captured as part of the original evil-eyed effort. The crime will happen against Olaise and Empress Celine (his judgment will happen regardless of whether Selene remains as An Empress, or Gaspard assumes and decrees as emperor.) If
Florianne lives[edit ] Judgment Options Approval Changes Results Encloisterment (Special - Available to a faithful Inquisitor only) Approves - Cole Slightly approves - Cassandra Slightly disapproves - Solas and Iron Bull Recruit her for the Inquisition (Requires Nobility Knowledge Inquisition perk) Greatly approved - Solas Approved - Iron Bull slightly disrove Vivienne and Varric
disagree - Sera and Cole farm work (joint work with joint) approved - Sera , Cole and Blackwall Slightly approves - Vivienne and Iron Bull Disapproves - Solas Exile Slightly disapproves - Solas, Iron Bull and Vivienne Make her the Inquisition's court jester Approves - Sera Slightly approves - Vivienne and Dorian Slightly disapproves - Cassandra Adds Florianne to the throne room
as a court jester NPC. He appears periodically by the throne, he makes sarcastic remarks, the Inquistore's approach to him if Florianne is dead[edit] Magister Livius Erimond as part of the main quest Here Lies the Abyss. Ser Ruth[edit | edit source] Turned herself in after Here Lies the Abyss. Asked to be judged for her crime of murder, (abetting in a blood sacrifice). Samson[edit |
edit source] Captured as part of the main quest What Pride Had Wrought if In Hushed Whispers was also completed. Need From Samson's war desk mission to Skyhold for judgment. Judge for your crimes while in the position of accomplice/general to Corypheus and traitor to the Templar order. Note: Inquisitor can speak to Cullen after this judgment is made about the decision.
Lateral attempt judgments[editing] these judgments are made available through the completion of specific side quests. The effort needed is noted in the description: Captain Tom Rainier [Edit | Edit Source] captured as part of the effort accompanying the revelation or Operation Rainier's war table release: Alternative or Tom Rainier's Fiat. Judged for murder, treason and
impersonation options judging the adoption of changes to pardon results largely confirmed -- Blackwall confirmed -- Sera Blackwall has been pardoned and now lives openly as Tom Rainier. He will confirm the warden after the inquiry ends largely - Blackwall slightly approved - SeraAdditional confirms changes in the next conversation:Tell Blackwall good riddance: Blackwall
largely confirms otherwise: Blackwall confirms Blackwall will be judged by Grey Vardane after Corios failed. Servitude to curiosity does not approve - Sera largely does not approve - Blackwall will make a grey boss serve the curiosity of impersonation. Chief Movran the Under[edit | edit source] Captured as part of the Lost Souls quest. He was judged for attacking Skyhold with a
goat in retaliation for his son's death. Mayor Gregory Dedrick[edit | editing source] captured as part of a still Waters side effort followed by finding Crestwood Mayor of War Operation Table. Judgments for their crimes deliberately overwhelmed a number of citizens in Old Crestwood during the fifth Blight Crassius Servis[edit | editing source] possibly captured on the conclusion of a
troubled attempt with Darkspawn on the Western approach. Because of his criminality, which worked for Corifeus, apostasy and trafficking, Poulin's mistress judged the judgment for the sale of the mine in Emprise two lions to the Red Templar and continued to take their gold even after finding that they were growing red Lyrium there. His judgment is initiated by Rocky's rescue
effort. The judging options confirm the changes to the results he rebuilt city (requiring the completion of the Quandary mine side effort) largely confirmed - Cole Approved - Blackwall, Varric, Cassandra and Sera Slightly approved - Vivienne, Solas slightly disroves - Iron Bull Releasedly approves - Blackwall and Varric Slightly disapproves - Iron And Sera Put to work Approvals -
Cole Slightly approved - Blackwall, Cassandra, Sera, Solas, The Execution of Warrick and Cole confirms - Iron Bull slightly confirms - Cassandra, Solaus don't agree - Blackwall, Cole, and Warrick confiscated money for Trevelyan House (human only) slightly approved - Blackwall, Cassandra, and Iron Bull don't agree - Solas, and Varric ~150 gold Receive Orlesian Throne
Unofficial judgments[edit | edit source] Storvacker[edit | edit source] In the Jaws of Hakkon DLC, After completing Storvacker Cage, Guests Hold and Hakkon Wintersbreath, Inquisitor will be haired by Thane Svarah sun to sit on the judgment of keeping the Storvacker beast, as, in Avvar's manner, he must be taken before allowing himself to surrender to capture and imprisonment
by Hakon's jaws. The trial takes place in StoneyerHold 2 up to Skyhold. Judgment options pass the results changes without treatment for a N/Escalde week to bear an unflattering report over their performance every day for a N/N/A week, though Svarah Sun Hair after hearing the judgment announcing his trial punished enough N/N/A, though Svarah Sun Hair of Inquisitor's
kindness confirmed oh. Hiring as agent N/Relaxation (only Mage) N/A this option has been queer as Svarah Sun Hair will immediately rule out a penalty. Non-judgments[edit | edit source] The Inquisitor will preside over these events like they would a judgment, but they are technically not judgments. Promoting Ser Delrin Barris[Edit | Edit Source] Completes operation war table
reviews of the man accused of being hated to allow you to promote Ser Barris to rank knight commander of the Templar order. He earns his promotion after rescuing Val Colin from the Vinatori invasion, breaking the siege of demons in Ansburg, and stopping a mob from attacking a mig without raising his sword. It will only be available if you finished heroes just by making your all
Templars, and only doubt if Sir Barris survives the attack on Therinfal. It will not be available if you are a Templer frontman, or if Barris' head dies in Therinfal. Likewise, it won't be available if you're perfect in Hushed Whispers, regardless of your decision to mages your accomplices or frontman them at Redcliffe Castle. See also [Edit | Edit Source] Skyhold Prisoner Chat
community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Mentioned.
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